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Abstract: This paper wants to prove how Said Nursi’s efforts to persuade humans to become meaningful (ma’nawi) humans through his interpretation of Risālah al-Nūr. This tafsir, which is more Kalam and Isyārī (Sufi) in style, was Nursi’s answer to his anxiety in facing the challenges of modernity in Turkey at that time (and is still relevant today). In the context of human nature, Nursi is aware that modernity has made humans fall into an attitude which he calls tafrid and ifrat in using his every senses (outer and inner senses). Therefore, with the characteristics and originality of his interpretation, he describes how people can return to their nature, namely by behaving 'adl or tawasut in all things. This is the man that he later calls as a meaningful human being. The methods that the author used in this research are descriptive-analysis methods and library research, by making tafsir Risālah al-Nūr and tafsir Isyārāt al-Ijāz as primary sources, then supported by other secondary books which are still related to the theme.
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A. Introduction
Said Nursi is one of the many modern commentators (mufassir) who lived in the late Ottoman era and the modern era (Kemal Ataturk). The struggle that he echoes is the struggle of monotheism. That is, the influence of the values of modernity, which often forgets the essence of human creation and who he is, makes Nursi's conscience move to invite them, especially the Turkish people, to return to the values of tawhīd. The values of monotheism are also one of the main discussions in Risālah al-Nūr. Nursi believes, with strong faith, humans will not be fooled by all the material pleasures that modernity often promises even though they are only temporary.
In explaining his thoughts and interpretations, Nursi often provides analogies and *tamthil* of everyday life and even natural phenomena that humans experience so that they can easily understand them, including when he provides explanations about humans and how they can become meaningful (*ma’nawi*) humans. What the author says in this paper is one of the important themes in *Risālah al-Nūr* that is still relevant to human challenges in today's contemporary era.

### B. The Overview of Said Nursi

Bediuzzamān Said Nursī (1876-1960) has the real name Said bin Mirza.¹ He lived in Three Eras at once; The Era of the end of the Ottoman Empire, the Colonial Era, and the Era of Independence.² Nursi is also an important figure behind the emergence of the Nur movement (Said Nursī's students).³ The movement, numbering between six and nine million—mostly Turkish citizens—shares the same view on non-violent dialogue and tries to implement the teachings contained in the Qur‘ān.⁴ The disciplines that Nursi mastered are very diverse. He mastered *hadīth*, *fiqh*, *kalām*, *tasawwuf*, philosophy, science, and so on.⁵

One of the interesting things from the development of Nursi's thought, intellectuality and political attitude was when he finally divided his character into two: Old Said and New Said. Old Said (1876-1925) was a phase where Bediuzzamān entered the political arena in the Ustmani Sultanate and tried to spread his ideas and influence.⁶ Meanwhile, New Said (1925-1950) was a phase where Nursi withdrew from the crowd and isolated himself. He also resigned from his political life in Istanbul.⁷ A situation that has also been experienced by Ḥujjatul Islām Abū al-Hāmid al-Ghazālī.

Hakan Coruh revealed that there are striking differences between Old Said and New Said that need to be emphasized here.⁸ Judging from the way or methodology of

---


³ This movement became known as Nurculuk. The name Nurculuk was born from the government at that time, which wanted to discredit the students who studied *Risalah Nur*. Look at Hasan Horkuc, “New Muslim Discourses on Pluralism in the Post-Modern Age,” *American Journal of Islam and Society* 19, no. 2 (April 1, 2002): 68–86, https://doi.org/10.35632/ajis.v19i2.1971.


⁸ Coruh, 24.
Nursi in serving Islam, New Said’s life was filled with seclusion and was more focused on teaching theology based on the Qur’an and basic beliefs such as the oneness of God and the day of resurrection. Old Said was marked by Nursi’s passion in revitalizing the Ottoman sultanate and the Islamic world as a whole. However, New Said was more interested in dedicating himself to explaining the meaning of the verses of the Qur’an.

There is another phase in Nursi’s life which he calls Third Said (1950-1960). In the last ten years of his life, Risālah al-Nūr’s work has increasingly spread among society and was opposed to the ideology of communism. Nursi also paid more attention to political developments. This is evidenced by how he provided guidance to the government through letters, students and his personal relationships with several representatives of the people from the Democratic Party. However, even though Nursi gave support and guidance to this party, he did not allow his students to be actively involved in politics. Nursi argued that this party was only a tool to "help" students and followers in the struggle against communism and atheism. Finally, after carrying out various kinds of struggles, Bediuzzaman took his last breath in Urfa, a province in eastern Anatolia, on March 23, 1960.  

C. The Method of Interpretation of Risālah al-Nūr

Before getting into the main discussion, the writer first wants to briefly present the method of interpretation in Risālah al-Nūr11 so that it helps a little to get to know the description of this interpretation. As is generally known in the study of ‘Uläm al-Qur‘ān, so far the scholars have divided the understanding or interpretation of the al-Qur‘ān into three; tafsīr bi al-Ma‘tṣūr (based on al-Qur‘ān and Sunnah), bi al-‘Aqlī (based on reason) and bi al-Isyārī or Sufi (based on impressions).12 In this respect, it can be said that most of Nursi’s interpretations fall into the third category (al-Isyārī). He himself confirmed that his interpretation is in the category of maknawi or isyari interpretation.13 So, if it follows the modern ulama’s categorization that includes isyari as a style or Laun at-Tafsīr, then Risālah al-Nūr can also be said to use the isyari/ma‘nawi/sufi and kalam styles (because he also discussed a lot in terms of faith or kalam). One of the reviewers of Risalah Nur, Hakan Coruh, said that Nursi was a

9 Coruh, 25.
scholar who tried to “kalamisation” (kalamisasi) of interpretation, in contrast to Abduh who tried to “interpret” other disciplines.\(^\text{14}\) As for the interpretation method, this interpretation falls into the category of maudhu’i interpretation, which is interpreting verses based on certain themes. On the other hand, Nursi also very often uses analogy or mithāl to make it easier for the reader to understand his ma’nawi’s interpretation. Then, it is not an exaggeration if the author also believes that Nursi’s interpretation is also in addition to being isyari in style as well as aqīl at once.

It is also important to note that before Nursi wrote Risālah al-Nūr, he first wrote his tafsir, Isyārāt al-Ijāz. This work is an interpretation which emphasizes the balaghoh aspect and the beauty of the language of the Qur’an. This work includes only the interpretation of two surahs, al-Fatihah and al-Baqarah. Forced not to be continued for various reasons. Among them were too long, took a lot of time and did not suit the needs of the Turkish people at that time.\(^\text{15}\)

D. Human in Nursi’s Perspective

The interpretation of Risālah al-Nūr has three main elements in the object of its discussion: Allah, humans and the universe.\(^\text{16}\) In this case Said Nursi also discusses the problem of humans in detail according to the characteristics of his interpretation. According to him, humans are like the most valuable and big fruit in the "tree of the universe". Humans are also a reflection (tajallī) of the names of Allah, the most glorious verse or sign in the universe—besides being given the ability by Allah who is infinite.\(^\text{17}\)

Humans are also seen by Nursi as travelers (musāfir) and guests of Allah who are glorious in the world. In order to do this noble duty he is given a lot of potential and a very wide capacity. Because of that, people who came or were born into this world should really ask themselves. For example, “Why did he come and be present in this world? Who brought him? Then—after he died—where would he go?” Regarding this question, Nursi gave an example of a comparison. He said, "If someone is asleep somewhere, but when he wakes up suddenly on the plane, he will automatically be confused and ask some questions that are almost the same as the questions above. This is where humans in this world should keep asking about the benefits of their existence.”\(^\text{18}\)

Nursi also gave a different meaning between the terms basyar and insān. Basyar is defined by him as the way we see humans only from a physical and materialistic point


\(^{16}\) Nursi, Maktubat, 377–78.

\(^{17}\) Said Nursi, Sozler (Istanbul: Altinbasak, 2009), 102–3.

of view. Meanwhile, Nursi understood insan as the way we view humans from the side of their meaning. The potential possessed by humans can also be a cause for understanding the purpose of their creation. However, he stressed, the potential that exists in man is likened to a seed, which can only develop and grow through knowledge and worship.\textsuperscript{19} With this knowledge and worship, he deserves to be labeled "Insan", namely as a meaningful (\textit{ma’nawi}) human.\textsuperscript{20} On the other hand, indeed Allah created angels and gave them mind. However, He did not give them the power of lust (\textit{syâhwat}) and anger (\textit{amârah}). Besides, they also only do what Allah commands them to do. Therefore, the angels' station (\textit{maqâm}) will always be stable. It is because they are not held responsible which causes their levels to go up or down. They are also not given a test by Allah, because the test occurs between two choices, and in this case the Angels cannot choose.

Moreover, with the existence of animals. Allah did not create him with mind, but He gave him an instinct, lust and anger. Therefore, animals are also not subject to responsibility because their lust and anger are not controlled and directed by reason. Moreover, the nature, emotions and feelings of animals are also limited by Allah. For example, a lion who hunts, eats and tore up poor sheep will never be criticized by his actions. This is because they cannot think of other alternatives. In fact, that is what they eat in order to survive.\textsuperscript{21}

On the other hand, humans are indeed different from animals. Animals do not have knowledge of everything related to life. Therefore, he must learn all things.\textsuperscript{22} From this, humans are called very ignorant (\textit{jahûl}) creatures and need many things, unlike animals, who only think about a few things while in the world. Animals only need one to two months (even within a day or two to learn what they need). This fact is like teaching humans how such animals have been created perfectly in another world (before the world). In contrast to humans, which can only stand after one to two years. He was only able to distinguish which one was dangerous and which one was beneficial after he was old enough.\textsuperscript{23}

Back to human discussion. Allah gave them the power of lust, anger and reason. Consequently, within them there is an angelic nature (i.e. the power of reason) as well as an animal nature (i.e. lust and anger). Allah also does not limit all of these powers with anything, which is why humans are tested with their freedom of choice.\textsuperscript{24} On the other hand, with His perfect qudrah, Allah created many things from one thing, as He led that one thing to carry out many tasks. He also wrote "a thousand and one books" on one page. Likewise Allah created a very complete species. That is, Allah created

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} Nursi, \textit{Sozler}, 106–7.
\item \textsuperscript{20} Said Nursi, \textit{Isaratul Ijaz} (Istanbul: Sözler Yayınevi, 2014), 134–35.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Nursi, \textit{Lemalar}, 62.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Nursi, \textit{Sozler}, 108.
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\item \textsuperscript{24} Nursi, \textit{Isaratul Ijaz}, 19–20.
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humans who are one kind of creature to carry out the many tasks with various levels that are usually carried out by animals. Allah does not place limits on human nature and feelings. He also gave freedom to humans. This is different from the limited power and feelings of all animals, their nature is also limited. It's just that all human power leads to infinite sides, as if they continue to wander and strive into a wide and unlimited scope (for example, the various discoveries and developments of science are the result of the unlimited creativity and human desire to achieve what they want). From this, Nursi reminded that in essence humans are a mirror or manifestation of the names of Allah, the Owner of the infinite Universe.

The explanation above can be a basic understanding and strong reasons why humans are given unlimited potential. For example, humans are "given" the world as a whole. Indeed, with their greedy nature they always feel less and continue to want more. With this greedy nature (which arises from animal lust), humans are also willing to make thousands of people suffer for their own sake (for example: colonialism). Thus, humans are exposed to various moral levels, from the despicable to finally leading to levels like Namrud and Pharaoh. According to Nursi, this kind of human model really bears the nature of tyranny. However, on the other hand, humans are also exposed to various degrees of glory, from the basic rank to the infinite high level. This highest level is what we know as the levels and degrees of the Prophets and Siddiqin.

E. Interpretation of Human Nature (Fitrah)

When talking about human nature, Nursi bases his interpretation on the following three verses:

إِهْدِنَا الصّرَاطَ الْمُسْتَقِيمَ (الفاتحة: 6)
“Show us the straight path,”

إِنَّ اللّٰهَ اشْتَرَى مِنَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ أَنْفُسَهُمْ وَأَمْوَالَهُمْ بِأَنَّ لَهُمُ الجَنَّةَ (التوبة: 111)
“Indeed, Allah buys from the believers, both themselves and their assets, by giving them heaven.”

فَاسْتَقِمْ كَمَا اُمِرْتَ (هود: 112)
“Then remain thou (Muhammad) (on the right path), as has been ordered to you.”

In the three verses above, Nursi emphasizes his discussion on the theme of hospitality with human nature. This opinion can be said to be somewhat different from the salaf ulama 'who generally interpret istikamah as "following the Prophet's sunnah

---

26 Nursi, 364.
27 Nursi, Sozler, 103.
28 Nursi, Isaratul Ijaz, 135.
because he is a good example\(^{29}\) and also because during the course of his life, there is no excessive and extreme character in him.\(^{30}\) Unlike Nursi, especially in analyzing human nature, he sees istikamah from the side of how humans can be fair in maintaining their emotions and feelings.\(^{31}\) If traced, this opinion is not much different from the views of al-Ghazālī,\(^{32}\) Ibn Sīnā,\(^{33}\) al-Farābī\(^{34}\) and Plato.\(^{35}\)

Still in relation to the verse above, especially the verse, “إِنَّ اللَّهَ اشْتَرَى مِنَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ أنفُسَهُمْ وَأَمْوَالَهُمْ بِنَفْسِهَا وَأَمْوَالِهَا بَيْنَهُمُ الجَنَّة”, Nursi began his discussion with an explanation of how humans can "sell" (the outer and inner senses) to Allah. When viewed, the above verse places the discussion of human lust before wealth. According to Nursi, the word "anfusahum" means human nature, which is related to how humans can "sell" their nature to God. According to him, Allah created and then sent humans into this world whose main purpose was for "infestation". In essence, all human beings also do not have property, but from the start they have what is later called fitrah (the outer and inner senses). This fitrah is the main asset of all human beings, so Allah wants to buy this fitrah from the believers.

If we look at the brief description above, it seems that Nursi’s thought is very complicated about the meaning that "Allah wants to buy human nature". Therefore, to understand in detail, Nursi gives the following tamthil:

One day, a king gave two large plots of land to two of his citizens. The field—in the eyes of the king—was nothing but a mandate. The king also equipped the field with various facilities such as factories, various types of machines, horses and weapons. But some time later the war was raging. The king also knew that it was very likely that the various facilities he had provided and provided earlier—if not saved—would have been plundered and would even perish because of the effects of war. Then, because the king had high concern and affection, he sent a messenger to the two people to convey his message. The message reads, "Sell my trust to me. Let me take care of it so that your belongings and possessions are not lost in vain. Later


\(^{31}\) Nursi, *Isaratul İjaz*, 17.


---
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when the war is over I will give back—all of that stuff—in a better condition. Because it is as if all of these assets belong to you, I will pay a high price to you. I will also use the machines and tools in the factory at my workplace. I will also increase the price and payment many times. Not only that, I will also give all the profits to you. I know you are weak and destitute, therefore you will not be able to pay for that great work. I also bear all costs associated with managing these assets. Apart from that, I will also leave the fine equipment in your hands until your task ends.

On the other hand, if you don't sell it to me, you will see that no one is able to keep whatever is in his hand, it will slip out of your grasp. It will disappear for nothing and you will never get a high price. And the most severe, you will receive punishment for betraying the mandate. If you sell to me, you will become my soldiers and act on my behalf, you will also become special soldiers and be free to be with the king. After they heard the king's advice and orders, one of the wise men of them said, "Carry out the orders! I will sell it with great pride and even I am very grateful. Another person who was defeated by pride, selfishness, and was already seduced by the life of the world said, “No! who is the king? I don't know him and I will not sell what is mine. I will not waste my treasure."

In short, the first person was finally promoted so that this made one other person jealous of him. The first one received a gift from the king. He also lived happily in a magnificent palace. Meanwhile, one other person ended up living in pain. Even everyone did not sympathize with him and said that he deserved this bad luck because his property was lost due to his mistakes and negligence. They also said that it was fitting for him to accept punishment and suffer hardships.

From the long tamsil explanation above, Nursi invites us to parse the essence of everything. He said, "O lust that is very much eager! Look at the real nature that can be seen through this ibrah. The real king is Allāh, Rabb al-Khāliq (who created creatures). He is the ruler of the entire universe, the Supreme and Immortal. All (description) fields, factories, machines and war equipment are the treasures that you have. It also includes what is in you, such as body, spirit, heart, five senses; eyes, hands, ears, tongue, mind and so on. The king's noble envoy in the tamsil was Rasulullah SAW. Meanwhile, the command of the king who was very wise was al-Qur'an al-Karim."

From the explanation above, it can be understood that Nursi was very skilled in providing various examples that made modern society at that time, including in the present era, easy to understand how the real nature we face in this world. He seemed to want to convey that sometimes, without realizing it, what is entrusted and mandated by Allāh is considered our absolute possession. We are often reluctant to give back this

36 Nursi, Sozler, 11.
37 Nursi, 12–13.
38 Nursi, 14.
mandate to Allah, whether through alms, zakat, etc. Nursi tried to give signs to this sense of belonging. In a sense, that everything that humans have is nothing but a mandate. If humans can sell this human “nature” — that is, the fitrah as someone who is essentially weak, has nothing, etc. — then he will become a lucky human. After the author describes the human nature along with the analogy or tamtsil in Risālah al-Nūr, then the author will explain how the details of the outer and inner senses according to Nursi.

1. Outer Senses

a. Eyes (As Sense of Vision)

Nursi defined eyes as a very important sense for the human spirit. According to him, the eye is like a "window" for the spirit to see the universe. Therefore, if the eye is not "sold" to Allah, it means that it is being sold to indulge lust. If the eye is used only to witness the scenery and beauty that is transitory and to strengthen lust, then the value of the eye will be like a servant of lust and anger. However, if he is "sold" to Allah, he will become a manifestation of His name, namely al-ハウス. And when he (eye) looks at the universe with that manifestation, all the beauty that is in this universe will be eternal and eternal for him in heaven. So, here Nursi prioritizes "selling eyes", namely using eyes in lawful cases which can be a means to get the pleasure of Allah SWT. This is what it means to “sell to God”. With this also humans will get eternal eyes in heaven. As for "selling eyes" to lust, it can be likened to, for example, when it is used to see an unclean sight, strengthen lust, etc. This will also cause a lot of sin in that person. 39

Nursi added that the human eye is very different from the eyes of other creatures. Allah has given the human eye the potential, which is to see all beauty and all colors, which other creatures cannot (see the beauty). For example: a horse. Horses can see only two colors: black and white. From here Nursi tries to ask a question (which he has actually answered himself). He asked, "Why can humans see all beauty? This is because the eye, seeing all this beauty, will be able to become someone's cause or wasilah towards ma'rīfatullah." 40

b. Tongue (As Sense of Taste)

The human tongue according to Nursi is also very different from the tongue or the sense of taste of other creatures. Humans can distinguish and enjoy all kinds of pleasures from their tongue because Allah bestows on humans many favors. 41 When humans eat or enjoy something, this automatically becomes a cause for gratitude. 42 So, Nursi said, if this tongue is "sold" to Allah, it means that he enjoys all the food and the taste of

---

39 Nursi, 16.
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41 Nursi, Lemalar, 147.
42 Nursi, Maktubat, 247.
pleasure that is felt only to be a means of giving thanks and becoming a manifestation of the name ar-Razzāq.\textsuperscript{43} For this reason, the tongue in this context becomes the investigator (mufattish) who controls all pleasures that are beautiful, good and lawful. Apart from that, he is also an impetus for talking about things that are lawful, away from backbiting and lying. It is this tongue that will finally find eternal pleasure in heaven.

Conversely, if this tongue is used to serve lust, then he will be like a doorman (al-Bawwāb) in a building. When someone wants to enter the building, the doorman does not check it first, but he immediately lets that person in — regardless of whether he is a criminal or a thief. In fact, it could also be that when the person bribed the guard, he would immediately invite him in. Likewise with the "fate" of the tongue, it will eat everything regardless of whether the food is produced from a lawful way or not.\textsuperscript{44}

c. Ears (As Sense of Hearing)

Human hearing is also different from other creatures. In terms of listening, enjoying and distinguishing all kinds of sounds, it is different from animal hearing. According to Nursi, human hearing is a manifestation of the name Allah as-Samī’. How can humans "sell" their ears to God? Nothing but when man is able to hear the universe, the birds singing, lectures and all the kind words that cause him to remember and be close to Allah. After he is able to hear some of the above, Nursi thinks that this person has sold his hearing to Allah. On the other hand, if the ears are used to listen to sounds that cause despair, lust and lust, then that sound is like this is haram. Nursi also added that there were also votes that had not been determined by the Sharia. In this case it is determined and seen by how it affects the heart, spirit and soul. Will it be more inclined towards Allah and the hereafter or even more inclined towards the lusts and pleasures of the world.\textsuperscript{45}

2. Inner Senses

a. Mind/Reason

Nursi explained that the power of reason is a tool that makes humans and angels have similarities. In a sense, humans and angels use reason to understand Allah and contemplate His creation. Nursi defines reason as "a tool that can distinguish between good and bad, harm and benefit."\textsuperscript{46} Therefore, reason is a tool to distinguish all things. In this case, it can be seen that his view is different from that of Plato and Farabi, who said that reason is the main function of a person to achieve happiness in the world.\textsuperscript{47}

\textsuperscript{43} Nursi, Lemalar, 5.
\textsuperscript{44} Nursi, Sozler, 18.
\textsuperscript{45} Nursi, Isaratul Ijaz, 106.
\textsuperscript{46} Nursi, 20.
the other hand, it may also be said that in this regard Nursi's view was closer to that of Imam al-Ghazâlî.  

So reason for Bedîuzzamân is not something perfect. But it becomes a means of knowing what is perfect and good.  

If this intellect is not used istiqamah (wasat), it will cause a lot of suffering. If reason were a kind of tool, then if it was not "sold" to Allah and not used to serve Him, then it would become a disgraceful, annoying and weak instrument.  

It becomes a tool that gives harm to and burdens the human mind – which is inherently very weak – with the suffering of the sad past and fear in the face of an uncertain future.  

Because of this, in Nursî's view, wicked people usually run away (looking for an outlet) by drunkenness and seeking vain entertainment. If the intellect were "sold" to the owner of reason, namely Allah, and then used in His name, it would certainly become a key capable of unlocking all the endless treasures of grace and wisdom in the universe.  

More than that, it (reason) will also rise to a commendable degree that is blessed by Allah who will prepare humans (as the owner of reason) to lead to eternal happiness.  

So, in this case Nursi emphasized that if reason is used to indulge lust, it will bring about suffering. Because the pleasures of this world (nafsâni) are temporary. When the mind thinks about and warns that this pleasure will be finished, in that time its happiness will also be finished and turn into suffering. Therefore, lovers of the world (hubbu al-dunyâ) who feel that the restlessness caused by their mind keeps bothering them, generally try to get rid of them by drunkenness.  

In this context, Nursi tried to relate it to the phenomenon of civilization in Europe at that time which greatly exalted reason but without being accompanied by revelatory values. That is why this exaltation of reason usually gave birth to tyranny in Europe. For example, the outbreak or occurrence of the first and second world wars. These two wars that once ravaged human civilization were the result of European "rational reason" at that time which was far from the spirituality of revelation. In my opinion, wars and colonialism in modern forms that are still happening are also the result of the use of reason without being accompanied by revelation values.  

On the other hand, Nursî's opinion about reason can also be said to be somewhat closer to the mu'tazilah view which says that if reason is contrary to revelation, then

\[\text{Referenced works:}\]
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reason is made the principle or basis and naql should be interpreted (ta’wil).\textsuperscript{54} However, Nursi noted that reason must be "educated" first by Islamic teachings and then it can be used as a basis or principle in interpreting (ta’wil) naql. He also added that not everyone can interpret texts or naql which is contrary to reason. Only people who are pious and can take all the lessons from the Al-Qur’an have the authority to compose the Qur’an.

The author also sees that in almost every article of his writings Nursi emphasizes that reason occupies a very important position, but if there is a naql that is against logic, then he still accepts the argument of naql and tries to integrate it. Nursi did not reject the existence of hadīṣ dho’if. From this point of view it differs from the opinion of Ibn Taymiyah,\textsuperscript{55} Abduh\textsuperscript{56} and Rahman.\textsuperscript{57} On the contrary, he agreed with al-Ghazālī.\textsuperscript{58} Al-Ghazālī also in his work Iḥyāʾ wrote the hadiths, most of which, have no reference.\textsuperscript{59} Here Nursi has his own argument. He sees that if there is a hadith that contains or invites matters relating to morals and spiritual matters, even though it is very ḍoif, then he does not reject it, because according to him the hadith can be practiced. A small example is when Nursi means the hadith “الدنيا علي ثور والحوت” “the world because of two elements: sea and land. Life on land can continue with agriculture can be interpreted as very important information that human life can continue in this world because of two elements: sea and land. Life on land can continue with agriculture, which is based on the function of cows. Likewise with fish in the ocean that can be used by humans.

So, Nursi’s method of interpreting naql which contradicts reason is quite close to Muhammad Abduh’s method of interpretation. Because Muhammad Abduh when interpreting verses such as surah al-fils he commented that the Abābīl bird mentioned in the letter is a virus and disease.\textsuperscript{60} It can be seen that this modernist scholar tried hard to get closer to the argument of naql and aql. Nursi also discussed how reason can perfectly

\textsuperscript{54} Hüsnü Zeyne, El-‘Aş’ ket ‘inde’l-Mu’tezile (Beirut, 1978), 18–21, 146.
\textsuperscript{59} Abdurrahman Bedevi, Mû ellefâti’l-Gazzâlî (Küveyt, 1977), 98–125.
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fulfill its duties. Nursi's famous saying, “The light of reason is science and knowledge, while the light of the heart is the science of religion. With a combination of the two, the essence will be revealed. If separated, science will cause skepticism and religious knowledge will cause fanaticism and ta'assub.” Therefore, Nursi was of the opinion that the two must be united. Here we can clearly see that reason functions to think, and for that it needs light. According to Nursi, this light comes from the science of kalam, science and philosophy. The light of the heart comes from religious knowledge such as hadith, akhlaq (moral), Sufism, jurisprudence, etc.

As it is known, Nursi from the beginning of his life was very ambitious to build Madrasah Az-Zahrā, which is a school or university that combines science and religion. Because of that he submitted a proposal to establish this university to Abdul Hamid II. Abdul Hamid II actually supported him by providing funds for the construction of the madrasa. However, due to the occurrence of World War I (as well as several other problems), this proposal was canceled. Whereas one of the reasons Nursi wanted to build this university was so that there would be no more rebellion by extremists in Eastern Turkey (none other than because there was no school that could combine the two elements above).

In addition, Nursi, in his Isyārat al-Ijāz divides the levels of reason into three parts: First, the levels of deficiency and underestimation (tafrīṭ) which are defects. Second, the level of exaggeration, which is an act of excess (ifrāṭ). Third, the middle level, namely justice (adl). Thus, lacking in "power of intellect" (Tafriṭ al-Quwwah al-'Aqliyyah) constitutes ignorance and stupidity. As for the excessive use of reason (ifrāṭ), it is a deceptive portrayal and a deep thoroughness. Meanwhile, the middle way of "intellectual power" is wisdom (ḥikmah) or tawassut. Related to this, Nursi made Surah al-Baqarah: 269 as the basis for his views:

وَمَنْ يُؤْتَ الْحِكْمَةَ فَقَدْ أُوتِيَ خَيْرًا كَثِيرًا

"And whoever is gifted with wisdom, he really has been awarded many gifts."

So, from the division of Nursi's mind above, it can be concluded that justice in the mind is a level of wisdom. If humans have maintained this level, then their intellect will become a place which manifests (tajalli) the name of Allah al-Hākim. If this level (middle) is not fulfilled, then usually human morals tend to be despicable. Because it can also be said that people who have morals are people who have wisdom.
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b. *Syahwat* (Lust or Desire) and *Amārah* (Anger)

Lust can be defined as a human desire to benefit, especially in terms of enjoyment. As for anger, it is a power that functions to ward off dangerous and destructive things. Said Nursi always uses these two terms simultaneously. According to him, these two emotions are very important in human life. Both also work instinctively. So—lust—wherever he sees pleasure, he always wants to reach and get it. That is, to move, human lust needs these two devices (lust and anger). It is from lust that then comes desire and love. Meanwhile, out of anger comes fear, worry and anxiety. According to Nursi, human lust and anger are not limited by Allah. So both of them are very strong and there are no limits. This is different from the lust and anger that exists in an animal which is limited by its natural disposition. Then, why doesn't Allah limit these two instincts in humans? Nursi explained, from him Allah asked man to limit himself, both of which were nothing but a test and at the same time a cause of human perfection. Thus, human perfection depends on the limitation of these two instincts.

As for the example of human lust when compared to that of animals, it will be seen that humans can have lust for everything in the universe. As for animals, their lust is very limited in the sense that animal desires are not as broad as human desires and lusters. Anger too, humans are very afraid of anything, sometimes even they are very afraid of viruses that cannot be seen. However, animals are not like that, they are only afraid of certain things. Therefore, according to Nursi, what can limit and control these two emotions is the power of reason.

In Nursi's view, human lust has three levels. The first two levels are levels that lead to astray, corruption and humiliation (*radżīlah*). The first two levels also fall into the category of *ifrāṭ* (excessive) and *tafrīṭ* (very lacking) levels. As previously explained, Ifrath can be interpreted as someone's desire to get everything which in turn can cause him to serve his lust. This trait can also make humans become like animals and put them in a state of *fujūr* (lust against forbiddenness). So, Nursi said, human freedom depends on how he is able to control this excessive case. If he is able to limit...
excessive attitudes then he will become a free man. Freedom also does not mean being able to do whatever (ḥurriyah) humans want to do, but independence is if it is able to limit excessive attitudes itself. So, Nursi said that Allah wants humans to be free and safe from the authority of their lust.

As for tafrīt, it can be interpreted as the absence of desire (lust) for anything, even for matters that are lawful (humūd). According to Nursi, this could also lead to damage, for example unmarried priests which in Islam are considered bad because it is like killing their lust. Humans who do not have lust cannot be considered perfect, because lust means "enjoying". If he is able to enjoy, there will be gratitude, the more grateful he is, his position will increase.75

Nursi argues that Sufism which keeps people away from the pleasures of the world in this 20th century (in Nursi's time) is also no longer compatible and does not benefit humans.76 This view is similar to that of Fazlur Rahman in his book Islam and Modernity.77 Similar views emerged from his predecessor, Abduh. Abduh also thought that the backwardness of Muslims was due to the existence of Sufism teachings that kept people away from the life of the world and only focused on spiritual matters.78 According to him, this factor makes Muslims lazy. According to Nursi, even the companions of the Prophet did not leave the world. Even though they get the highest position in the history of Muslims with this lust. So, from this Nursi ultimately believed that if Allah gave feelings and emotions, then both should be used and utilized, not turned off. The last level is the perfect stage which is called 'iffah. 'Iffah can be defined as having lust and desire for things that are lawful and not wanting to do things that are forbidden. Nursi said that this level becomes an intermediate value (fair) between the two extreme poles above and becomes a perfect character.79

After giving an explanation of the distribution of lust, Nursi then explained about the anger which he divided into three levels. First, the level of tafrīt which means jabānah (fear of anything and don't want to take risks). According to Nursi, someone's excessive fear of taking risks will lead to poverty. Humans should not need to be afraid of something up to a limit of about 40%. That is, if the percentage he is afraid of is up to 40-50%, he should take the risk. This is none other than so that they get success in the world.80 Second, the level of ifrāt which means tahawwur (not being afraid of anything). For example, if there is a very large risk (approx. 80%) and the person is still taking risks, then this is not good. The two characteristics above (jabānah and
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tahawwur) can cause humiliation (radhili). The third, middle level (justice and istiqamah), namely courage. He is a noble character (al-Jasārah). Courage can be interpreted as sacrificing oneself for happiness in this world and the hereafter. For example, jihad. If we sacrifice ourselves and die shahid, we will definitely get eternal happiness. As for world affairs, he takes more rational risks (risks that are below 40%).

In Kimyah as-Sa‘đah, Imam al-Ghozali discusses these three powers, namely lust, anger and reason.\(^{81}\) However, Nursi then added a fourth strength, namely the nature of justice as an independent character. In this case, according to the author, Nursi tries to perfect al-Ghazāli’s theory or idea by saying that justice is not actually a separate character or strength. On the contrary, it arises from the nature of wisdom, courage and ʻiffah (as has been explained above). According to Nursi, a person is called fair if he is able to be fair to the three powers above (lust, anger and reason). If he is only able to be fair in one or two aspects, then his justice is still not perfect. However, if he is able to apply the three powers above, then he is entitled to be called a person who is truly just and has perfect morals. So, Nursi said that the sharia brought by the Prophet served to limit three powers: lust, anger and reason as well as to beautify them.\(^{82}\) Fazlur Rahman in his book The Major Themes of the Qur’an also said that the goal of Islam is to realize justice and good morals.\(^{83}\) In this case Said Nursi and Fazlur Rahman have the same thoughts. However, Nursi here thinks more philosophically and prioritizes human nature.

Nursi argues that human must be fair to their desires, in the sense that they still have to fulfill their desires provided that they do not go outside the limits of the Sharia. So, the verse "ẓolimun linafsishi" can be interpreted as a condition where someone does not fulfill the needs of human desires according to Sharia. This desire will eventually complain to human. If the man has fulfilled the needs of his desire, it will not seek pleasure in an unlawful sphere. So, in essence, human can direct and control their desires. Therefore, following desire is man’s own fault. Nursi added that if all human needs related to their desires are met then this will become worship. Hence, Nursi said that in this century we cannot follow one of the Sufism teachings, namely zuhūd which means being far from enjoyment. This opinion is the same as what Muhammad Abduh had said in his book Risālah at-Tauḥīd.\(^{84}\)

F. Conclusion

What can be concluded from the above information is that the interpretation of human nature that was initiated by Nursi actually has one core, inviting humans to use
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their desires in the right way to become meaningful or spiritual human beings in all eras and in all places and times. Meaningful (ma’nawi) humans are those who can put their potential fiṭrah (outer and inner) into a position that is ‘adl and tawwassuṭ. Not the other way around, falling at two different extreme poles: ifrāṭ (excessive) and tafrīṭ (very lacking). At the same time, this could be an answer to the challenges of the contemporary world which are clearly more challenging than the "world" that Nursi was facing at that time (modern).
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